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SETTING AND REMOVING PLUGS
Plugs are used to cover the heads of the bolts or screws used in attaching most fittings to
a vessel. All our fittings which require plugs come with sufficient provided. They are cut
from the same wood as the fitting itself, to ensure mechanical and colour homogeneity.
Once the fitting has been fastened permanently in place, proceed to insert the plugs to
cover the heads of the fasteners as follows —


Coat the bottom and side of each plug with varnish, oil, or paint that will match
the final surface-colour of the fitting. Do not use glue on the plug (particularly epoxy,)
as any later required removal of the plug will almost certainly result in damage to
the fitting.



By looking down on it, make sure that the plug is turned so that its grain aligns
with the surface grain of the fitting. Then tap the plug gently home into the hole
over the head of the fastening. This should not be a force-fit, and some minor
sanding of the plug may possibly be necessary before insertion. The plug needs to
be inserted at least 1/8” into the hole (the hole provided in our fittings will allow
for this,) but it should not be forced home against the head of the fastener.



Once the varnish has had a chance to set, use a sharp chisel to remove that part
of the plug standing proud of the surface. The chisel should be wider than the
width of the plug. Look sideways at the plug to determine which way the grain
runs, then using the chisel bevel-down tap the plug smartly about half-way up the
exposed part, in the apparent “up-grain” direction. The top of the plug will shear
off in such a way as to show the true grain direction (either up from the chisel
edge, or down towards the hole.) Once this has been established, use the chisel in
the true up-grain direction until the plug has been taken down almost to the
surface of the fitting. (Two or three more cuts will probably be sufficient.)



Finish with a final sanding to bring the plug’s surface flush with the fitting, prior
to finishing the plug to match the fitting’s surface finish.
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TO REMOVE A PLUG, first drill a pilot hole through its centre for a screw of about
10 to 12 gauge. Drive the screw straight into the pilot hole, continuing to turn it once it
has bottomed out on the bolt-head underneath. If the plug was not set with glue, this
action should result in the bond breaking and the whole plug being neatly removed
from the hole without damage to the hole’s edges.

If this method is not successful you will need to drill out the entire plug. A centre-bit or
spade-bit of the same diameter as the plug, and with the leading point ground down
short, will probably be found to be the best tool to use, but care must be taken to see that
it is truly centred if the entire plug is to be removed while the hole’s edges remain
undamaged.
If damage occurs nevertheless, drill a new hole for a plug the next size up, cut such a
plug to suit (using a “plug-cutting” tool designed for the purpose,) and proceed from
there.
[Note: Whenever plugging, do not be tempted to use a dowel instead of a properly-cut plug
A dowel’s grain direction is such that water can be wicked into the wood by capillary action once
the surface coating wears, and this in turn can allow rot to occur in the plug and then also in the
fitting.]

